Katy United Volleyball (KU) COVID-19 Policy
updated February 2021

Below is the updated Katy United Covid Policy. We ask that you follow this plan but if you feel you
need to be “more strict” with your child, you have the right to do so and she will not be “punished”
for missed KU events due to Covid.
Our policy has lightened a bit but we ask that you help us by continuing to make decisions for the
whole team/club and not just for your player when it comes to the safety of exposing others. Thank
you
POSITIVE TEST:
KU participant with a positive test must quarantine for 10 days. This participant may return to KU
with a negative test. Quarantine day one begins on day of test for asymptomatic participants or on
the day symptoms begin for symptomatic participants. Participants may return to KU with a
negative test. Test results must be emailed to tiffanyd@katyunited.com
FIRST CONTACT:
1) Close contact with friend or teammate that is positive:
If in close contact with a friend or teammate, the 1st contact may return after getting a negative test.
Please wait at least 4 days after exposure.
2) Positive Family member in the same home:
If living with a positive family member, quarantine for 10 days and negative test needed. Quarantine
day one begins on the day of test for asymptomatic family or on the day symptoms begin for
symptomatic family. Test results must be emailed to tiffanyd@katyunited.com
SECONDARY CONTACT:
A friend or teammate has family member that tested positive. The rest of the team needs No test or
quarantine unless you were with them and were exposed for longer than 15 minutes and were not
social distancing.
(ie: A KU player spent the night with a friend whose mom tested positive 2 days after the sleepover.
This makes the KU player a First Contact)

COVID POLICY December 2020:
Due to the nature of our facility, we cannot follow a school district policy. Most school policies are
for classroom situations and not athletics.
We are a ball handling, athletic facility with shared equipment and the inability to enforce constant
social distancing.
We do require masks at all times except for water breaks and at these times we will enforce social
distancing.
Masks are to be worn over both nose and mouth. If masks are worn improperly, coaches and
players will be asked to correct them.
First Person Contact: (player to infected player, player to infected immediate family member, etc)
Secondary Contact: (teammate to a first-person contact)

GUIDELINES:
1) If Positive: Stay out of the gym for 14 days from the date of the positive test or 10 days after the
positive test with a negative test.
2) First Person Contact: Stay out of the gym for 14 days from the date of the infected person's
positive test. OR get a negative test 10 days after the infected person's test to re-enter the gym 4
days earlier.
If FPC begins to experience symptoms, please have them tested. If positive their 14 days out of the
gym begins along with ALL others in their home.
3) Secondary Contact: Can return to gym
4) Coaches will be enforcing mask protocol and water break social distancing. Coaches that do not
enforce these will be fined.
5) KU will begin notifying the club of positive cases of coaches, players, or parents if applicable.
Names will not be given.
We respect parent's decisions to keep their player out of the gym at any time they feel
uncomfortable.
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